of tumor growth and treatment based on one or two ordinary differential equations are heavily used in practice because they are simple but can often still capture the essence of complicated interactions. Currently relevant examples of such models are given here: some classic growth equations, an ODE pair for the interplay between tumor and neovascularization during cancer growth or therapy, and an ODE pair for response to ionizing radiation. Mathematically more sophisticated generalizations of various kinds, usually more realistic but less practical, are mentioned very briefly.
INTRODUCTION
This article emphasizes the dynamics of solid tumors which are large enough to be directly observable, at least prior to therapeutic or experimental treatment, e.g., are roughly 1 mm3 or more in diameter "initially". Modeling such comparatively late stages is important to carcinogenesis models when comparing to observed outcomes. l\ilodels of tumor growth and treatment based on a small number of ODES' have a very long history, dating back to the equation of exponential growth,
Here, N(t) is the number of clonogenic cells in a tumor, regarded as so large that small-number ("demographic") fluctuations are negligible and N can be treated as a continuous, deterministic function of the time t.
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Typeset by &Q-W PII: SO895-7177(00) Mathematically speaking, models of this kind, using one or several ODES, are naive and oversimplified compared to various other kinds of models-reaction-diffusion PDEs are one example among many-used in current mathematical and computer biology and medicine. However, a mathematician who looks in the literature for the models used routinely by experimental biologists and clinicians will see that it is the simplest ODE models which form the foundation of applied biological modelling in practice. The most important case in point is the equation of exponential growth itself; discussions of the value of the Malthusian growth parameter X under various conditions still form a major portion of practical tissue culture and tumor modeling.
More generally, it is usually the specification of parameter values for simple ODE models that is the crux of the discussion. Such models aim to capture key features using a small number of adjustable parameters and, equally important, aim to neglect peripheral features judiciously.
Often a mathematically quite sophisticated model is basically a marginal elaboration of some simple ODE model. Consequently, it is useful to consider the present status of simple ODE models. Examples of currently used models will here be given: classic tumor growth models based on a single nonlinear ODE, an ODE pair modeling tumor angiogenesis and treatment by angiogenic inhibitors, and a heavily-used ODE pair modeling killing of cells by ionizing radiation. Alternatives will be mentioned very briefly, as will generalizations used for analyzing cell-cycle kinetic effects, multicompartment systems, stochastic fluctuations in cell number, spatial inhomogeneities, and other details or complications.
THE GENERALIZED LOGISTIC EQUATION
One of the few near-universal observations about solid tumors is that almost all decelerate, i.e., reduce their specific growth rate (g)/N, as they grow larger [1, 2] . Consequently, equation (1) is often generalized to a nonlinear first-order ODE which incorporates growth deceleration [1,3-G] where f(N) is an appropriate function. Observed tumor growth is consistent with the assumption that the tumor would reach some given limiting cell number, the host carrying capacity K > 0, if treatment or death did not intervene. The most commonly used example of an ODE which incorporates this assumption is the generalized logistic equation. This equation has one global attractor for the region N > 0, at a point K, as follows:
Here, v is real and the value v = 0 is to be understood as a limit; taking the limit gives the Gompertz equation [7, 8] 
Equation (1) can be obtained from equations (2) and (3) by restricting attention to the region N < K and then taking the limit p, v -+ cc with /L/U fixed at /\. One other special case is Y = 1, t,he logistic equation which equation (3) generalizes. Roughly speaking, P/Y in equation (3) replaces X and v governs how fast the tumor approaches the limiting number I< (see [6] ).
Oue-ODE models have frequently been applied to experimental and clinical tumors? and to tissue culture models (surveys in [1, 5] ). Th e most systematic clinical application of equation (3), to breast tumors, suggested an optimal value of close to 0.25 for v (see [G] ). In analyzing tumor treatments or experiments on cell killing by external agents, a very common assumption (often made implicitly) is that treatment modifies equation (2) by adding an extra term as follows 191: . .
dN -= -ac(t)N + f(N). dt
Here, cr is a positive constant, the strength of the chemotherapeutic agent, and c(t) is the agent concentration at the location of the tumor, governed by treatment schedule and pharmacodynamic effects. The direct proportionality of the killing term to c and to N corresponds to mass-action chemical kinetics for the reaction of a therapeutic agent and a cell.
A TWO-COMPARTMENT MODEL OF ANGIOGENESIS AND ANGIOGENIC INHIBITION
Many generalizations involve time-evolution analyzed with systems of first-order ODES. For example, two ODES are usually needed when considering two cell populations (or, more generally, t,wo "conipartments")--e.g., hypoxic and normoxic tumor cells, or cells in the S and other phases of the cell cycle, etc. This section discusses one recent example.
Quantifying the dynamics of tumor cells interacting with an endothelial cell compartment is currently of major interest. A sufficiently small tumor may persist in a dormant, prevascular state. But it is now known that due to diffusion limitations tumors depend on neovascularization for their growth to larger sizes [lO,ll] . Endothelial cells supply the neovascularization. They influence the tumor by, roughly speaking, increasing carrying capacity. The tumor influences t,hem via long-range inhibitors and short-range stimulators [12] . Attempts to capture the essential features of tumor/vasculature dynamics by using a pair of ODES were made by Liotta and coworkers [13, 14] and related models were considered by Michelson and Leith, e.g., [15, 16] . We next describe a"dynamic carrying capacity" model [17] which is based on extensions of the ideas behind t,hese models.
One assumes a tumor cell population with N(t) cells and considers a carrying capacity K(t), regarded as a dynamical variable in its own right, proportional to the amount of neovascularization. The tumor is <assumed so large that neovascularization dominates the availability of oxygen and nutrients. The dynamic equations are taken to be the following. For the tumor compartment, where F(z) is a smooth, decreasing function on (0,~) with F(1) = 0, as exemplified in equatiou (3) . For the endothelial compartment,
where 0 I cr, w, y.
Here the term acK was discussed above, the term wN corresponds to short range stimulation by the tumor, and the term yN 2/3K corresponds to long-range inhibition. Equation (7) is a simple, representative example. It incorporates in minimal form the essential features of angiogenic response to externally administered angiogenic agents (the term involving a), tumor-generated stimulators, and tumor-generated inhibitors. Substituting minor variations (e.g., adding a term -X'K with 0 < X' < w for apoptosis of endothelial cells, and/or replacing wN by a term proportional to NK'i2 , and/or replacing yN 2/3K by a term proportional to NK) does not change the main conclusions which can be drawn from equations (6) and (7).
Standard arguments show that in the absence of external treatment, i.e., for c(t) = 0, equations (6) and (7) In the absence of treatment, equations (6) and (7) give a more mechanistic explanation of tumor growth deceleration than do the one-ODE models of the preceding section, as follows: after leaving a prevascular stage (not modelled here) a small tumor can recruit neovascularization via endothelial stimulation so that the tumor can grow; as the tumor grows larger, the long-range inhibition term gradually becomes more important and neovascularization is slowed; if death or treatment do not intervene, the carrying capacity approaches a limit; the tumor cannot grow beyond the limiting carrying capacity, and the whole system approaches the global attractor at the finite number No. Thus, the two near-universal features of tumor deceleration and tumor dependence on angiogenesis are linked in a causal and quantitative way. This scenario represents an important shift in thinking compared to the thinking behind the one-ODE models. Endothelial cells are much less diverse and subject to phenotypical changes than are tumor cells, so the former are more susceptible to effective control, and a scenario where the endothelial cells determine growth has far-reaching implications for treatment strategies.
Indeed an important application for equations (6) and (7) is in describing various antiangiogenic treatment regimens [17] . When an inhibitor such as angiostatin or endostatin is administered, the result is to slow or reverse neovascularization, as modelled by the term in equation (7) involving c(t). The tumor thereafter decelerates or shrinks. Figure 1 gives an example. The parameters and initial values in the figure are assigned in a way believed to be roughly appropriate for enclostatin treatment of a murine tumor [18] at 20mg/kgm daily. The use of the ODE pair (6) and (7) is a practical and flexible way to interrelate various current results on angiogenic treatment. (4) with K regarded as a dynamical variable and equation (7) are used. Cell number has been replaced by volume for the dependent variables; for example, if the tumor were untre?ted, V would eventually approach the maximum volume of tumor that the neovascularization, described by K(t), could support. In the figure, it is assumed that antiangiogenic treatment is given daily on days 10-19. The concentration c in equation (7) is assumed to obey c = coS(t -to) exp[-r(t -to)] for a bolus administered at time to, where S is the step function. Initially the tumor grows and stimulates a rapidly growing neovssculature.
On treatment, the latter is decreased and eventualiy pulls the tumor down as well. After treatment stops, growth resumesslower at first for the tumor than in the comparable situation around day eight because the carrying capacity is smaller than on day eight.
THE LQ MODEL IN RADIOBIOLOGY
In <addition to the applications of simple ODE models to chemotherapy, exemplified to some extent by the previous section, a formalism equivalent to a pair of ODES has been used very heavily during the last decade in radiotherapy modeling and in studying damage to cells by ionizing radiation. This formalism is the linear-quadratic (LQ) model [19] . A distinctive feature of radiobiological damage is that damage repair and misrepair occurring during or after irradiation play a key role. The LQ model concisely quantifies the effects of both unrepairable damage and repairable damage susceptible to misrepair.
Ionizing radiation consists of high-energy particles such as photons or ions, whose tracks deposit energy in a cell [20, 21] . Ionizing radiation dose, D, is measured in energy per unit mass, with 1 Gy being 1 Joule/kg. The time dependence of dose is much more precisely defined than in chemotherapy, as pharmacokinetic or other accessibility issues do not really arise. A complication in some ceases is the stochastic nature of radiation (survey in [20] ). However, most clinical applications involve sparsely ionizing radiations (such as y-rays or hard x-rays) at doses above 1 Gy; in these cases, so many independent particles (e .g., photons) strike a cell nucleus that dose, a deterministic quantity by definition, suffices to quantify the insult. We shall here always suppose irradiation occurs within the finite time interval [0, T] . o(t) denotes accumulated dose at time t.
Thus R(t) c $f is radiation dose rate, here assumed smooth.2
The most important radiation damage is to chromatin, e.g. DNA double strand breaks (DSBs). An acute dose of 1 Gy makes many thousands of ionizations in the cell's nucleus, of which a small minority, M 40 in a human cell, quickly induce DSBs. Most DSBs are repaired during the next half hour or so, and a few are misrepaired. Many of the misrepairs involve a binary reaction between two different DSBs [22] . At a typical dose, of several Gy, at least one misrepair usually occurs, which can be enough to kill the cell at the next mitosis. Other kinds of clonogenically lethal lesions, formed "directly" by irradiation and not subject to repair or misrepair (e.g., lethal point mutations) can also be present.
The LQ model has been derived from many different points of view, and is actually more robust than any one of its derivations. It has been applied to cell killing, chromosome aberration formation, mutation, transformation, and other endpoints. For brevity, we here confine attention to cell killing in the sense of clonogenic inactivation, and to tumor radiotherapy. The applications Here, 6 is the average number of DSBs induced per unit dose, T is a repair time constant, y is a binary reaction rate constant in the sense of mass-action chemical kinetics, a is the average number of unrepairable lethal lesions produced per unit dose directly by the radiation, and 2r; is the rate of lethal misrepair of DSBs per DSB pair. In general, these constants depend on cell-type, radiation type, experimental conditions, etc. The term involving Q: is appropriate for radiation killing which is due to "one-track action" (e.g., does not involve interaction of DNA double strand breaks made by two different radiation tracks). These ODES, involving averages, are only appropriate when either stochastic fluctuations are negligible or Poisson distributions hold for DSBs per cell and for cells per population [24] . Growth of the cell population has been neglected, which is appropriate for short time scales; for longer time scales growth can be incorporated in various ways, most simply by adding a term XN to the right-hand side of equation (9). It often happens, for doses less than about 5Gy, that one can approximate by setting y = 0 in equation (8) (however, the related term involvin, 0 K may be important in equation (9) even when the binary, y, term is negligible compared to the other terms in equation (8)). If y = 0: equation (8) can be explicitly integrated. For times greater than the radiation stoppage time T and large compa.red to the repair time 7, i.e., for N(m), which we abbreviate by N, inserting the integral of equation (8) into (9) and integrating again gives the LQ model. Specifically, the result, of t,he two integrations is
Here, No is the number of cells present initially, D = D(T) is total dose, and G is the generalized
Leti-Catcheside dose-rate functional, given by [25-281
G=2~Tf(t)dt~~-(".)iif(t')dt'.
wheref(t)=T.
"In many applications it is convenient to consider acute doses, corresponding to one or more delta functions in R. and then appropriate precautions are taken.
Note here that for acute irradiation G = 1, but for irradiation prolonged in any way G < 1 since the kernel exp[-(t -t/)/7] 5 1 for t' 5 t. Intuitively speaking, G < 1 is due to repair which occurs during irradiation or between dose fractions.
The most essential, virtually ubiquitous features characteristic of ionizing radiation damage, captured here in equations (10) and (ll), are the following: part of the damage is dose-rate independent and (approximately) linear in dose (term involving a); part of the damage corresponds to misrepair of repairable damage (term involving p); this part gives rise to effects superlinear in dose (here ,0G02); and this part is decreased by prolonging the dose instead of giving dose all at once. The fact that the LQ model quantifies these normally dominant effects, and equally important, neglects or slurs over a host of less important effects so that only three acljustable parameters are involved, accounts in large part for its widespread recent popularity. At worst, t,he model summarizes, in a highly condensed quantitative form, a truly enormous body of radiobiological data and clinical experience.
The detailed properties of the repairable damage component have long been controversial, and a wide variety of ODE models other than equations (8) and (9) have been proposed (survey in [24] ). For example, many authors have su,, umested saturation of repair enzymes rather than binary misrepair as an underlying molecular mechanism [29] . Remarkably, however, first-order time-dependent perturbation theory shows that the LQ model, equations (10) and (ll), is a lowdose/intermediate-dose approximation to virtually all the different ODE models [30] . There are presumably many different damage repair/misrepair pathways simultaneously operative in a cell, but the LQ model approximates most of them.
The model has become the tool of choice for quantifications of treatment planning in tumor radiotherapy (recent examples include [31-351) ; ft o en in these applications the model is combined with a tumor growth model, e.g., [31, 36, 37] . The LQ equations, and a wide range of ODE generalizations to approximate such additional aspects as cell cycle kinetics or cell population heterogeneity, are also now heavily used for analyzing cell killing in experimental radiobiology (recent surveys include [38, 39] ). The generalizations, e.g., [40] , are typically somewhat less practical in that they involve extra adjustable parameters.
SOME GENERALIZATIONS
Various cell cycle effects are important during tumor treatment.
A considerable literature considers population dynamics approaches to such effects. Simple descriptions use a finite number of compartments, for various stages in the cell cycle, and one ODE for the time development of each compartment, e.g., [41, 42] . M ore difficult are biological delay systems [4] .
Perhaps even more common are analyses which generalize the classic McICendrick/von-Foerster formalism. This formalism considers, as a "structure variable", chronological cell age n since cell birth and deals with the number n(t, a) of cells per unit age range at time t. The basic equations
Here, the term g corresponds to the fact that a cell ages at unit rate; a(u) corresponds t,o a loss of cells to death or mitosis; and the integral represents a flux of newborn cells from mitoses at, various ages. Many applications to radiobiology have been given, e.g., [43, 44] . Generalizations. including more complicated integrodifferential equations or time evolution semigroup equations involving nonnegative operators on a Banach space, have been applied to cell cultures and tumor growth models [45] .
Reaction-diffusion PDE models (e.g., [46, 47] ) are commonly used to characterize spatial details of nutrient and oxygen flow to tumors, and of tumor response to the nutrients. The vascular component has been described by a number of sophisticated PDE models, as well as models more concerned with the intricate network of microvessels, including, e.g., branching process models [48-511. Situations where cell number N (and/or such quantities as DSBs per cell, U above) must be regarded as stochastic [3] are of some importance; this is especially true in radiobiology, e.g., [43, . C orresponding models showing small-number stochastic fluctuations, such as birth-death or branching models, have also been used for pretumor phases of carcinogenesis, e.g., [5i']. In many cases, such stochastic models can be regarded as models effectively involving a discretely infinite number of time-dependent unknowns, e.g., the probability P,L(t) of ~1 cells for each value of ~2, with one ODE for each unknown.
CONCLUSIONS
Currently the hardest challenges in modelin, m tumor growth and treatment are estimating parameters in models that are mathematically simple and a.re broadly applicable. Some examples of such models in current use were given here. Mathematical generality is always beckoning, but at present the payoff for generalizing is often small and there are too many plausible possibilities, too vaguely tied to observations, for any one generalization to have gained wide acceptance. 252-270, (1986) .
